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Some of the most valuable material for biblical studies is published in volumes of Festschriften,
collections published in honor or memory of a scholar. F. F. Bruce has been honored by two
Festschriften. The first on his sixtieth birthday was Apostolic History and the Gospel. The second
Pauline Studies was presented to Bruce on his 70th birthday. Sometimes these works are compiled for an
institution or for a historical event. Festschriften indexes do not follow any specified form or any
standard list of subject headings like those found in the library catalog or in periodical indexes.
Sometimes the full information on volumes indexed appears at the front of the volume and sometimes
within the body of the book. Bible entries will vary greatly. Note any sample entries that are given.
There is not full bibliographical control of essays published in Festschriften, but there are a number of
indexes to this body of material. The American Theological Library Association began publishing
Religion Index Two: Multi-Author Works in 1978; volume one contained indexing for the year 1976.
All indexing in Religion Index Two and its two retrospective indexes (1960-69 & 1970-75) are available
on the ATLA Religion Database online through EBSCOhost.
To locate a Festschrift or multi-author work, check the HST online catalog under the honoree as subject,
the editor of the book, or the title of the book. You will not find entries under the author of a specific
essay or the subject of a specific essay.
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